
Language Activities to Target 
Comprehension 

 
1. Barrier Games – can be played in pairs or as a whole class. Children 

follow instructions which are directed at their level of understanding and 
a bit higher. They are then expected to complete the instruction.  
 When playing with pairs each player gets the same worksheet, a 

barrier is erected between the two players and each person gives 
the other person directions. At the end of the game the two 
worksheets should look the same. 

 When playing as a class, the teacher keeps their worksheet hidden 
from the class while giving instructions. At the end of the task she 
reveals how the worksheets should look and goes through each 
answer so the children can see if they are right. 

 Tools : can use pictures, worksheets, farm sets, colour by number 
games, colouring books, play doh, drawing 

- Increase Steps: Increase length of instructions. Increase complexity of 
instructions.  

- Decrease Steps: Use simple and short instructions. Model expected 
behaviour. Use visual and verbal prompts. 

 
2. Taking messages to another class or person – this simple activity will 

enable the children to have the opportunity to listen to, remember and 
then repeat a message within a meaningful context. 

- Decrease Step: Also include a visual reminder to allow the other person 
to prompt the child. 

 
3. Memory Game of increasing length eg give each child a bean bag or ball 

and then give instructions, at appropriate level and above. For example 
throw and catch the bean bag three times, put it on the ground and then 
look at me. 

 
4. I went to shop/zoo/farm/beach and I saw a… Children have to both 

remember what has already been said and think of something 
themselves in the same category. 

- Decrease Step: Use picture prompts. 
 



5. Provide instructions for putting things away or getting things out and 
allow the children to complete the tasks. 

- Increase Step: stronger students can support weaker students. 
- Decrease Step: Use shorter sentences. Break down into several 

instructions and wait until child has completed first part before giving 
next instruction. 

 
6. Simon says. This activity can be easily adapted to the level of 

understanding and ability the child has, by changing the length and 
complexity of the instruction. For children with a lower level of 
comprehension the instruction may include just one instruction eg 
“Simon Says put your hands on your head”. For a child with a higher 
level of understanding the instruction may include more than one 
instruction such as “Simon says put your hands on your head and then 
jump on the spot”. 

 
7. Activity Sharing. Take time after an activity to get the group to 

summarise what they did to complete the activity from start to finish. 
 

8. Description Games. Get children to find objects by describing where it 
is. Eg Find the pen … it’s on the desk, next to the door, under a piece of 
paper. 

 
9. Stories. Children can act out stories that have been read to them or 

targeted in the classroom. Provide simple props and get the children to 
use their imagination, practice listening and following instructions to 
carry out the play. 

 
 


